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1: The Strange - Player's Guide - Jeux de rÃ´les
Explore the Chaosphere of the Strange with this inexpensive introductory guide to The Strange. Create characters,
explore the setting, and learn how to playâ€”or just have a handy second set of rules at the gaming tableâ€”with this
inexpensive player's alternative to the The Strange corebook.

So of course Monte Cook Games had to follow up Numenera with something, but what? Well that would turn
out to be The Strange. This too was another successful crowdfunding project , although not as successful as
Numenera. Now backers and those that pre-ordered are getting their items for this new RPG hoping it will
captivate and excite them in much the same way the Ninth World did. So if you are interested in playing The
Strange but not running it, this is all you need. This means the games are somewhat interchangeable and if you
already know how to play Numenera, you already know how to play The Strange. Sure there are some
differences but most of them are in terms of storytelling rather than mechanics. You still have the same ten
point difficulty chart where each step up or down is a difference of three in terms of what you are trying to roll
so a Step 1 challenge means you want to roll a 3 or higher, a Step 2 means a 6 or higher and so on up to Step
10 which is a So this ensures The Strange will feel intuitive and familiar. The Strange does take place on
Earth during a modern era. The Strange is not just the name of the game but also the nickname to a network or
portal system created byâ€¦some advanced alien species a long time ago. None of it is certain. What is certain
however is that The Strange has become its own thing, where the rules and laws of our universe do not exist. It
is pure chaos. It is a void and yet everything at once. Inside the strange are two things. The first are
Plantevores which are sentient life forms that move around the chaos like a fish in water. Perhaps a shark is a
more appropriate analogy for these Planetvores want to devour entire planets or perhaps even reality itself.
They are part of an organization dedicated to preventing Planetvores from breaching our reality, mapping the
Strange and the recursions within it. What is a recursion? Well they are stable pocket universe that reside
within the Strange. These alternate realities may have physics and scientific principles similar to our own, or
they may operate completely differently. Perhaps one is a world of high fantasy with dragons and wizards.
Perhaps one is a dystopian scientific future ala Shadowrun. Perhaps one is a steampunk version of the
Victorian era. Anything and everything is possible in theory. Now the Types in The Strange are not an exact
copy of their Numenera counterpart. Their starting stats and powers are different, but progression through the
Tiers the equivalent of levels is the same in that you raise stats, skills and powers first and then eventually
move on to the next tier. You have three statistics or Pools as they are known in the Cypher Systems: Might,
Speed and Intellect which are self-explanatory. You also have an Edge for each of these stats which can help
decrease the number of Pool points you have to spend on a power, skill or challenge. Finally you have Effort
which allows you to spend Pool points to decrease the target number of a challenge you are currently facing.
The game is really quite simple in this regard and so character stats are really light and easy to remember
mechanically. Character creation in The Strange comes down to the following phrase: I would also get a
disadvantage of movement related challenges being harder because my character would be precise rather than
fast. Only a few of the Descriptors transfer over from one game to the other, and even then it is mostly in
name only, which helps to make the two games stand apart. Unfortunately this is the weakest part of character
creation for The Strange, but not Numenera There are two reasons for this. The first is that The Strange has far
less Foci than Numenera. Numenera started with twenty-nine Foci while The Strange only has twenty-six.
What this means is that your Foci changes from place to place so you might want to have several character
sheets. Now, out of those twenty-six foci? Only eight are available for Earth, ten are available for Ardeyn and
seven are for Ruk. The problem here is that since the game starts on Earth, you have a lot less options for your
starting character. I really like it in fact. I just wish there were more options. It just feels too sparse for my
liking. Of course, if all the Foci were applicable across the board, it would be a different story. Yet it is not
draggable. Of course it is your game so you can make any of these skills draggable, but the lack of Foci
options and the weirdness of what is and is not draggable are a weak spot in The Strange that is not present in
Numenera, and this is why I say I like Numenera better. You get all that you need to know in order to play the
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game and make your own PC for the setting. All the core mechanics and explanations are here. This book is
especially great if all you want is to PLAY The Strange rather than run it or design adventures for the game.
Definitely check it out when it becomes available to the general public later this month!
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2: The Strange Player's Guide Release Date, News & Reviews - www.enganchecubano.com
The Strange Players Guide [Bruce R. Cordell] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Explore the Chaosphere of the Strange with this inexpensive introductory guide to The Strange.

Wesley Schneider et al. Released August 30, The adventurers awaken within the walls of the eerie Briarstone
Asylum , their minds wracked and memories missing. As they work together to recover their missing time,
they soon learn that the cause of their eerie amnesia is but a symptom of a much greater cosmic menace. As
they struggle to retain their sanity, the heroes must ally with other asylum residents and fight against the
monstrosities that have taken over the asylum and plunged it into nightmare. Can the adventurers defeat the
terror that stalks the halls and free themselves from their prison of madness? Written by Tito Leati et al.
Released September 28, After escaping from the waking nightmare of Briarstone Asylum , the former captives
venture to the dismal town of Thrushmoor to unravel the enigma of their lost memories. Will the adventurers
discover the secret to their affliction and find an answer in an uninviting town, or will they fall victim to the
ruthless cult that wants to slay the people of Thrushmoor as a sacrifice? Written by Mike Shel et al. Released
November 16, The cult of Hastur no longer threatens Thrushmoor, and now the adventurers discover the final
clues needed to solve the enigma of their lost memories. Boarding a riverboat to Cassomir , the adventurers
begin researching the manuscripts found in Iris Hill during the previous adventure. From these esoteric tomes,
the adventurers discover a ritual that allows them to explore the Dreamlands in order to reclaim the parts of
their minds they lost and track down their obsessed and corrupted former employer. After completing a
number of bizarre and demanding dream quests, the adventurers find the answer to their fragmented minds,
but they learn a greater threat looms over Golarion. Can they survive the perilous Dreamlands and emerge
complete or will the adventurers be stranded in a dimension of nightmares? Written by Richard Pett et al. On
the race to find the wayward count before he does something terrible, the adventurers must first visit Cassomir
where they believe he is meeting with an old associate, but find only danger in his absence. Finally with the
information in hand, they venture to the slave-trading city of Okeno for the final piece of the puzzle and where
they meet a mysterious and alien ally. The race is on to stop their crazed nemesis and learn more about his
loathsome plans before they stumble onto something too large to tackle! Written by John Compton et al.
Released January 25, After finding the route to the lost city of Neruzavin , the adventurers must mount an
expedition into the vast and deadly desert region called the Parchlands, where they hope to catch up to their
treacherous former employer. Written by Jim Groves et al. Released February 22, The black stars rise above
lost Carcosa. Arriving in the alien city, the adventurers must sever the links that bind Carcosa to Golarion. In
wandering the parasitic city the characters navigate the frozen ruins of an elder thing city, deal with accursed
partygoers in a reflection of an Azlanti city, and encounter a mute musician who can help them find their way
in the maddening streets of lost Carcosa. Can the heroes keep Carcosa from drawing Thrushmoor into its
amalgam of stolen cities or do they risk waking the unspeakable nightmare that stirs in the depths of Lake
Hali? They must break these links or else Thrushmoor and Golarion are doomed to greet the King in Yellow.
3: The Strange Archives - Monte Cook Games Store
The Player's Guide is a fantastic, ready resource for anyone playing The Strange, and a wonderful introduction and
teaching tool for the game. And it's an amazing price for a page book! And it's an amazing price for a page book!

4: The Strange Player's Guide - Monte Cook Games Store
For a mere ten dollars, the Player's Guide is a great way to see if The Strange is for you. You get all that you need to
know in order to play the game and make your own PC for the setting. You get all that you need to know in order to play
the game and make your own PC for the setting.
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5: The Strange - Wikipedia
This book is The Strange Player's Guide, not the full rulebook. The Player's Guide offers a brief overview of the setting
and the rules of the game, and provides.

6: The Strange RPG: Player's Guide
The Strange: Player's Guide is a fantastic resource for anyone playing The Strange and a wonderful introduction and
teaching tool for the game. The Strange: Player's Guide offers: A brief overview of The Strange Setting.

7: Strange Aeons Player's Guide - PathfinderWiki
Explore the Chaosphere of the Strange with this inexpensive introductory guide to The Strange! Create characters,
explore the setting, and learn how to play'Ãªor just have a handy second set of rules at the gaming table'Ãªwith this
inexpensive player's alternative to the The Strange Corebook.

8: The Strange Player's Guide - Monte Cook Games | The Strange | www.enganchecubano.com
The The Strange Player's Guide packs a lot into a page package: An overview of the game setting: the Strange, the key
recursions of Ardeyn and Ruk, and the factions on Earth that know how to access them The basic rules to play The
Strange Everything needed to create characters in a step-by-step process A huge variety of options that allow.

9: The Strange Player's Guide | RPG Item | RPGGeek
3. STRANGE AEONS PLAYER'S GUIDE. The Strange Aeons Adventure Path begins with your. characters waking up in
an asylum with no memory of how they arrived there or who they are.
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